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 In this paper we analyzed solutions of some complex matrix equations related to pseudoinverses using the 
concept of reproductivity . Especially for matrix equation  AXB = C  it is shown that Penrose's general solution 
is actually the case  of the reproductive solution. 
 
Reproductive equations 
  
A concept of reproductive equations was introduced by S.B. Prešić  .4  in 1968. The 
implementation of the concept of reproducibility was also considered by J.D. Kečkić  
(  6. ,  .7 ) and S.B. Prešić and J.D. Kečkić  .12 . 
 
    Definition. The reproductive equations are the equations of the following form:   
 
                                                                     )(xfx   
 
 where x  is a unknown, S  is a given set and  SSf :  is a given function which satisfies 
                                    
                                                                                        fff  .                                                            (1) 
 
The condition (1) is called the condition of reproductivity because the function f  which 
satisfies the condition (1), after iteration, reproduces itself. 
 
In literature, functions which satisfy the condition (1) are also called projectors or   
idempotent  maps. 
 
The following two statements (S.B. Prešić  .4 ) give the fundamental properties of the  
reproductive equations. 
 
Theorem 1. For any of the consistent equations )(xJ  there is an equation of the )(xfx   
form, which is equivalent to )(xJ  being in the same time reproductive as well. ◊ 
 
Theorem 2. If a certain equation )(xJ  is equivalent to the reproductive one )(xfx  , then 
the general solution is given by the formula )( yfx  , for any of the values y S. ◊ 
 
The first implementation of reproducibility on some matrix equations was considered by S.B. 
Prešić ([2.], [4.]). 
 
Solutions of the matrix equation AXB=C  
 
Let Nnm ,  and C  is the field of complex number. The set of all matrices of order nm  
over C  we denote by nmC  . By nmaC
  we denote the set of all matrices of order nm  over 
C  which are of rank .a  Instead of 1mC  we use the denotement mC  while instead of  
nC 1  
we use the denotement nC . 
 
          Let nmCA  . The solution of matrix equation   
   
                                                                                                AAXA                                                             (2) 
 
is called {1}-inverse of A  and it is denoted by )1(A . The set of all {1}-inverses of A  is denoted 
by  1A . More information about {1}-inverses and other types of inverses can be found in A. 
Ben-Israel and T.N.E. Greville  .13  and S.L. Campbell and C.D. Meyer [16]. 
 
Let nmCA  , gpCB   and qmCC  . The following statement (R. Penrose  .1 ) gives the 
necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix equation  
 
                                                                            CAXB                                                             (3) 
 
is consistent. The formula of general solution of the matrix equation (3) is also given in the 
following statement.   
 
Theorem 3. The matrix equation (3) is consistent iff for some of {1}-inverses )1(A  and )1(B of 
the matrices A  and B  the following condition is true 
 
                                                                          (1) (1)AA CB B C                                                     (4) 
 
The general solution of the matrix equation (3) is given by the formula 
                     
                                                       )1()1()1()1()( AYBBAYCBAYfX                                 (5) 
 
where Y  is an arbitrary matrix corresponding dimensions. ◊ 
 
If the condition (4) is true for at least one choice of {1}-inverses (1) ,A )1(B  of the matrices 
,A B  respectively, then the condition (4) is true for any choice of {1}-inverses (1) ,A )1(B .  The 
following statement is an extension of Theorem 3. 
 
Theorem 3’. If the matrix pnCX 0  is any of the particular solutions of the matrix equation 
(3), then the general solution of the matrix equation (3) is given by the formula  
 
                                                        )1()1(0)( AYBBAYXYgX                                        (6) 
 
for any choice of {1}-inverses (1) ,A )1(B of the matrices ,A B  respectively and where Y  is an 
arbitrary matrix corresponding dimensions. The general solution (6) of the matrix equation (3) 
is reproductive one iff .)1()1(0 CBAX    
 
Proof. It is easily to show that the solution of the matrix equation is given by (6). On the 
contrary, let X  is any of the solutions of the matrix equation  3 . Based on Theorem 3, there is 
Y  so that )1()1()1()1()( AYBBAYCBAYfX  . Then, for )1()1(0 CBAXYZ   it is true 
)()( )1()1(0 CBAXZfYfX   i.e. 
 
                                     .)()( )1()1(0
)1()1(
0 AZBBAZXCBAXZfZgX    
 
From that we conclude that  6  is the general solution of the matrix equation  3 .  
Considering that the equality )()()( )1()1(0
2 CBAXYgYg   is valid, the formula of general 
solution (6) of the matrix equation (3) is reproductive iff )1()1(0 CBAX  . ◊ 
 
From the previous theorem we can see that Penrose's general solution (5) is the reproductive 
solution. In this paper we examine whether there are particular solutions 0X  which can not be 
represented in the form )1()1(0 CBAX   (see the example at the end of this paper). The first 
appearances of these solutions were in  .2 . In that paper S.B. Prešić analyzed the matrix 
equation (2) in the case when A  is a square matrix and proved the following statement. 
 
Theorem 4. For the square matrix  nnCA   and matrix  1AB  the following is true: 
1)   ,0 BAYYXCYAX nn      2)   ,BAYYIXCYAAX nn    
3)   ,0 YABYXCYXA nn         4)   ,YABYIXCYAXA nn    
5)   BAYABYBXCYAAXA nn   . ◊  
 
The general solutions 2), 4) and 5) of the previous theorem are non-reproductive and as such  
they do not directly appear according to Penrose’s theorem. Let us notice that the formula (6) 
gives both Prešić’s solutions  of the given equations and Penrose’s solutions of the given 
equations.  In the paper  .8  M. Haverić showed that we can get Penrose’s solution from 
Prešić’s solution. Namely, she proved the following statement 
 
Theorem 5. For the square matrix nnCA   and matrix  1AB  the following is true: 
1)   ,0 BAYYXCYAX nn     2)   ,BAYYBAXCYAAX nn    
3)   ,0 YABYXCYXA nn        4)   ,YABYABXCYAXA nn    
5)   BAYABYBABXCYAAXA nn   . ◊ 
 
The matrix equation (3) is the subject of the contemporary research (see [10.],[11.],[14.],[15.]). 
 
Solutions of non-homogeneous linear systems  
 
In this part of the text we are going to show that the general solution of the consistent non-
homogeneous linear system can be obtain by general {1}-inverse. Namely, for each matrix 
nmCA   there are regular matrices nnCP  and mmCQ   such that  
 
                                                              


00
0a
a
I
EQAP ,                                                (7) 
 
where ).(Aranka   Then, each {1}-inverse )1(A of the matrix A  can be represented in the 
following form  
 
                                                             QWV
UI
PA a 

)1(                                              (8)  
 
where U [ jiu , ], V [ jiv ,  ] and W [ jiw , ] are matrices with total 2anmk   mutually 
independent variables. In the paper  5.  V. Perić mentioned that the representation (8) of the 
general {1}-inverse was given by C. Rohde in his doctoral thesis  .3 . 
Theorem 6. Let ,m naA C
 mCc   and  
 
                                                                          cAx                                                               (9) 
 
is a consistent non-homogeneous linear system. Then, there is {1}-inverse )1(A  of the matrix 
A  in the form (8)  with an   arbitrary variables such that a vector  
 
                                                                         cAx )1(                                                           (10) 
 
determines the general solution of linear system  (9). 
 
Proof.  Let for the matrix A  the regular matrices Q  and P  be determined so that (7) is true. 
Let us also notice that the vector (10) always determines one solution of the linear system (9) 
for any choice of the variables jiu , , jiv ,  and jiw ,  in the general {1}-inverse 
)1(A . We conclude 
that 
    
                     )()( AQrankAranka    and ranka  ([ cA ]) rank ([ cQAQ  ])           (11) 
 
using the consistency of the linear system (9). From (11) we can conclude that the vector 
cQc '  has zeroes on the last tham   coordinates and there is thj  coordinate 'jc  ( aj 1 ) 
such that 0' jc  because the linear system (9) is non-homogeneous. Therefore, in the case of 
the general inverse (8) the following is true  
                                  Px 

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vc ,11
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1   , …, ianai ian vc ,1 '   . By choosing the submatrix V  in the form  
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we get jv ,11  , … , janan v ,  . From this we conclude that the directrix of the previously 
determined affine space cAx )1(  is of an   dimension. The vector cAx )1( , with an    
arbitrary variables, determines the general solution of linear system (9). ◊              
 
Theorem 7.  Let m nbB C
 , nc C  and  
 
                                                                                                 cxB                                                              (13) 
  
is a consistent non-homogeneous linear system. Then, there is {1}-inverse )1(B  of the matrix 
B  in the form (8) with m b  arbitrary variables such that a vector  
 
                                                                                                )1(cBx                                                            (14) 
 
determines the general solution of linear system (13). 
 
Proof. The proof  is analogous to the previous proof. ◊ 
 
Using the Kronecker (tensor) product of matrices we can rewrite the matrix equation CAXB   
(A. Ben-Israel and T.N.E. Greville  .13 , A.K. Jain  .9 ) as  
 
                                                               ),(CvecXvecBA T                                           (15) 
 
where  Xvec  denotes the vector of the matrix X  which is formed by writing the rows of the 
matrix X  into a single column vector. Namely, vec  determines the operator  
mnnm
nm CCvec 
 :,  that is defined as follows   jnijinm xxvec  )1(,, . The inverse operator 
nmmn
nm CCmat

 :,  is defined as follows  , , ,m n i p qmat x x for  / 1p i n   and  modq i n . 
 
Example.  Let be given the matrix equation: 
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Using the Kronecker product the matrix equation (16) may be considered in the form of 
equivalent linear system: 
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Based on (8) the general {1}-inverses of 
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following matrices:  
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is one solution of the matrix equation (16) but we are going to show that it is not the general 
solution,  Chgdc ,,, . 
 
Now, we will solve the linear system (17) using Theorem 6. Applying the elementary 
operations we get the regular matrices 66CQ  and 99CP  such that 
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where  TBArankr     rank A rank B  . Namely, we get that 2r  and  
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Then,  
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From (18) we  get  the  matrix of  the general  solution  
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For  11,71,61,21,1  vvvv  and 01,51,41,3  vvv , the matrix  
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is the solution of (16), but )1()1(1 CBAX   for any choice of {1}-inverses )1(A , )1(B  because 
from 10 XX   we obtain the contradiction ( 0g  and   130  dgcg ). Finally, we 
proved that )1()1(1 CBAX   for any choice of {1}-inverses (1) ,A (1) .B  ◊ 
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